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 When Your Dreams Are a Message from God... When Your Dreams Are a Message from God...
Everyone dreams. Sometimes you remember yourEveryone dreams. Sometimes you remember your
dreams in vivid detail; sometimes they don't seemdreams in vivid detail; sometimes they don't seem
important. Death at 40 is a compelling memoir fromimportant. Death at 40 is a compelling memoir from
Cheryl A. Shaffer about the role that dreams playedCheryl A. Shaffer about the role that dreams played
in communicating warnings, prophecy, and hope.in communicating warnings, prophecy, and hope.
The frightening, astonishing, and enlighteningThe frightening, astonishing, and enlightening
journeys that Cheryl took through the mysteriousjourneys that Cheryl took through the mysterious
landscape of dreams will inspire you to pay morelandscape of dreams will inspire you to pay more
attention to your own dreams, and to determineattention to your own dreams, and to determine
whether they come from God, or from Satan. As youwhether they come from God, or from Satan. As you
walk through Cheryl's life with her, she gives youwalk through Cheryl's life with her, she gives you
the tools you need to determine the source of yourthe tools you need to determine the source of your
dreams. You will find a Basic Mini Dream Dictionarydreams. You will find a Basic Mini Dream Dictionary
and a Dream Intand a Dream Int
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Complexity: The Evolution of Earth'sComplexity: The Evolution of Earth's
Biodiversity and the Future of HumanityBiodiversity and the Future of Humanity

 This very readable overview of natural history This very readable overview of natural history
explores the dynamics that have made our planet soexplores the dynamics that have made our planet so
rich in biodiversity over time and supported the riserich in biodiversity over time and supported the rise
and dominance of our own species. Tracing the arcand dominance of our own species. Tracing the arc
of evolutionary history, biologist William C. Burgerof evolutionary history, biologist William C. Burger
shows that cooperation and symbiosisshows that cooperation and symbiosis

Highlights for Children Hidden Pictures - 1997Highlights for Children Hidden Pictures - 1997
CalendarCalendar

The Going-To-Bed BookThe Going-To-Bed Book

 Getting ready for sleep is tons of fun in this special Getting ready for sleep is tons of fun in this special
anniversary edition of a Sandra Boynton classic.Theanniversary edition of a Sandra Boynton classic.The
sun has set not long ago. Now everybody goessun has set not long ago. Now everybody goes
belowto take a bath in one big tubwith soap allbelowto take a bath in one big tubwith soap all
over—SCRUB SCRUB SCRUB! This classic bedtimeover—SCRUB SCRUB SCRUB! This classic bedtime
story is just rightstory is just right

Am General Humvee: The US Army's iconic high-Am General Humvee: The US Army's iconic high-
mobility multi-purpose wheeled vehiclemobility multi-purpose wheeled vehicle
(HMMWV) (Enthusiasts' Manual)(HMMWV) (Enthusiasts' Manual)

 The Humvee, the modern-day US military four- The Humvee, the modern-day US military four-
wheel-drive successor to the Willys Jeep, is used bywheel-drive successor to the Willys Jeep, is used by
numerous armed forces around the world and innumerous armed forces around the world and in
some civilian adaptations. Over 10,000 Humveessome civilian adaptations. Over 10,000 Humvees
were deployed in numerous roles by coalition forceswere deployed in numerous roles by coalition forces
during the Iraq war. At least 25 variants of thisduring the Iraq war. At least 25 variants of this
highlyhighly
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What others say about this ebook:What others say about this ebook:

Review 1:Review 1:
I have had the honor and privilege to have met, known, and have Ms. Shaffer as an instructor forI have had the honor and privilege to have met, known, and have Ms. Shaffer as an instructor for
a couple of classes I have taken. From day one, there was something magical and luminousa couple of classes I have taken. From day one, there was something magical and luminous
about this lady and I always enjoyed being in her presence. I now know why. Her wisdom andabout this lady and I always enjoyed being in her presence. I now know why. Her wisdom and
knowledge was always something you'd want to soak in. This book leave you feeling the sameknowledge was always something you'd want to soak in. This book leave you feeling the same
way. Her life story is captivating and her path to finding God is truly inspiring. I thank you forway. Her life story is captivating and her path to finding God is truly inspiring. I thank you for
sharing this with me Ms. Shaffer. The message has given me a lot to think about.sharing this with me Ms. Shaffer. The message has given me a lot to think about.

 Review 2: Review 2:
Writing about your challenges in life are therapeutic, but knowing how you were able toWriting about your challenges in life are therapeutic, but knowing how you were able to
overcome them are rewarding. Cheryl gave God the glory for seeing her through life'sovercome them are rewarding. Cheryl gave God the glory for seeing her through life's
challenges. in reading the book it makes you realize nothing is imposibile for God. There may bechallenges. in reading the book it makes you realize nothing is imposibile for God. There may be
challenges in your life, but you can overcome them by putting your trust and faith in God. I'vechallenges in your life, but you can overcome them by putting your trust and faith in God. I've
enjoyed reading this book and I am looking forward to your second book. I would like to see youenjoyed reading this book and I am looking forward to your second book. I would like to see you
on Oprah's Super Soul Sunday, just a thought. Lyndaon Oprah's Super Soul Sunday, just a thought. Lynda

 Review 3: Review 3:
Reading this book made me more in tuned with my dreams and what God is trying to tell me andReading this book made me more in tuned with my dreams and what God is trying to tell me and
knowing what she went through to find out was more amazing!!! Shelia Smithknowing what she went through to find out was more amazing!!! Shelia Smith

 Review 4: Review 4:
Being obedient and listening to the Lord can be so difficult. I congratulate the author beingBeing obedient and listening to the Lord can be so difficult. I congratulate the author being
obedient and sharing her struggles to the world. Interesting reading and a good book to startobedient and sharing her struggles to the world. Interesting reading and a good book to start
2014. The author is working on book #2.2014. The author is working on book #2.

In February the author will be meeting at the Soul Stirrers Book Club for a book signing and toIn February the author will be meeting at the Soul Stirrers Book Club for a book signing and to
discuss the book.discuss the book.

 Review 5: Review 5:
This book has opened my eyes to keep on moving forward in life. It has been one of the bestThis book has opened my eyes to keep on moving forward in life. It has been one of the best
books I have ever read. :)books I have ever read. :)
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